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The Paris Agreement’s Conciliation Annex: If
Not Now, Then When?
Introduction: The Imperative
On the eve of the 26th U.N. Climate Change Conference of the Parties (COP26), to be
held in Glasgow between October 31 and November 12, 2021, participating states face
the challenge of undertaking decisive and transformative action on climate change. In
taking up the Presidency of COP26, the U.K. has described COP26 as having particular
urgency as “the world’s last best chance to get runaway climate change under control.” 1
To that end, countries are being asked to expand on the promises of the Paris Agreement.
To recall, during COP21 in 2015, the COP adopted the Paris Agreement under the United
Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC).2 The 191 states parties
to the Paris Agreement committed to keep a global temperature rise this century well
below 2 degrees Celsius above pre-industrial levels and to pursue efforts to limit the
temperature increase even further to 1.5 degrees Celsius, through mitigation, adaptation,
and “making finance flows consistent with a pathway towards low greenhouse-gas
emissions and climate-resilient development.”3 They also committed to setting out how
much they would reduce their emissions through Nationally Determined Contributions
(NDCs) and agreed to return every five years with an updated plan that would reflect their
highest possible ambition. In addition, a “global stocktake” takes place every five years
to assess collective progress; the first will take place from 2021 to 2023.4
The current challenge is steep. Just last month, the U.N. Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change announced its conclusion that: “[g]lobal warming of 1.5°C and 2°C will
be exceeded during the 21st century unless deep reductions in carbon dioxide (CO2) and
other greenhouse gas emissions occur in the coming decades.” 5 In May 2021, the
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International Energy Agency published its roadmap for the international energy sector to
achieve what is called “net zero”—i.e., a balance between emissions produced and
emissions removed from the atmosphere—by 2050.6 It stated that even if governments
achieve their climate pledges, the emissions reduction would “fall well short of what is
required to bring global energy-related carbon dioxide emissions to net zero by 2050.”7
Accordingly, for purposes of COP26, states are being asked to come forward with
ambitious NDCs for 2030 in order to reach net zero by 2050. Other aspects of the COP26
agenda include adaptation measures to protect communities and natural habitats,
mobilizing finance by raising at least $100 billion in climate finance per year, and finalizing
the rules needed to implement the Paris Agreement.8
Accountability and State/State Dispute Resolution
These are laudable and necessary goals for COP26, and achievement of these goals are
critical to combat climate change risks. But one element that has not taken center stage,
but arguably should, is the important role to be played by the Paris Agreement’s interstate dispute resolution procedures (Article 24) in facilitating accountability. Article 24
adopts these procedures directly—mutatis mutandis—from Article 14 of the United
Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC). Thus, any dispute
concerning the interpretation and application of the Paris Agreement will be subject to the
options for dispute resolution contained in Article 14 of the UNFCCC, namely: negotiation
or any other peaceful means of dispute resolution, and (i) if not settled within 12 months,
submission to conciliation at the request of any of the parties to the dispute, or, (ii) by
consent of the parties, recourse to the International Court of Justice (ICJ) or arbitration.
Notably, only a handful of states have made declarations under Article 14 of the UNFCC
to submit disputes to the ICJ and/or arbitration.9 The Netherlands is the only state that
renewed its declaration to refer expressly to Article 24 of the Paris Agreement. 10
Accordingly, conciliation is of paramount importance as an available dispute resolution
mechanism for disputes concerning the interpretation and application of the Paris
Agreement.
The dispute settlement provision in Article 14 of the UNFCCC/Article 24 of the Paris
Agreement provides certain details of the conciliation process but leaves most procedures
to be adopted in an annex on conciliation:
A conciliation commission shall be created upon the request of one of the parties
to the dispute. The commission shall be composed of an equal number of
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members appointed by each party concerned and a chairman chosen jointly by the
members appointed by each party. The commission shall render a
recommendatory award, which the parties shall consider in good faith.
Additional procedures relating to conciliation shall be adopted by the Conference
of the Parties, as soon as practicable, in an annex on conciliation.11
Notwithstanding the language that additional procedures “shall be adopted” by the COP
“as soon as practicable,” to date no such annex on conciliation has been adopted. States
parties (and others) urgently should consider what an annex on conciliation might look
like and how it might contribute to the achievement of the key climate change goals set
out in the Paris Agreement.
The Potential of Conciliation
Generally speaking, conciliation is a non-binding form of out-of-court settlement (unless
parties agree that the outcome shall be binding).12 It relies upon the appointment of a third
party who is empowered by the parties to deploy various methods to assist the parties in
resolving their dispute. The procedure can be tailored to the desires and needs of the
parties, as it is inherently flexible, confidential and interest-based. Indeed, conciliation
proceedings can more closely resemble diplomatic engagements or judicial proceedings,
depending on the parties’ choices with respect to procedural modalities.13
Conciliation has been criticized on various fronts, including because the parties may
invest time and costs only to find that the “fruits are lost at the last minute” if there is no
will to find or accept a range of compromise solutions.14 It is certainly true that conciliation
is not suited to all disputes: if parties are not willing or otherwise incentivized to find a
compromise solution, the non-binding nature of a conciliation commission may not be
enough to settle a dispute or change behavior.
However, there is much to commend conciliation in the context of climate change disputes.
Some key potential advantages include the following.
First, tackling climate change requires global cooperation on a sustained basis. The
emphasis of conciliation on amicable settlement and the future relationship of the parties
may facilitate sustained collaboration more effectively than more backwards looking forms
of dispute resolution. In addition, conciliation’s emphasis on finding a workable resolution
to the dispute facilitates states bringing concerns of all natures—political, as well as
legal—to the table and discussing a wide range of factors specifically tailored to
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strengthening future cooperation. The flexible nature of conciliation also allows the
interests of several states to be considered simultaneously, which is particularly apt in
this context where climate change disputes are often multiparty or, by definition, implicate
the interests of various states.
Second, the process of conciliation usually requires and involves significant
communication between the parties and the conciliation commission, which can build trust
and offer new perspectives on the other parties’ positions. That also may help sustain a
future relationship by giving the parties a better understanding of priorities and positions
of the other countries involved, as well as assisting in the implementation of any
recommendations of a conciliation commission.
Third, because there is variation in how different regions, histories, and cultures conceive
of effective dispute resolution, conciliation may be well suited to cater to those different
perspectives. As parties can tailor the procedures for communication, this also allows for
different styles of diplomatic, legal or factual submissions or other forms of input, allowing
parties to reflect cultural preferences.
Fourth, the issues arising under the Paris Agreement can be highly technical and require
complex, technical solutions. Conciliation procedures may be crafted to ensure that the
parties can present expert evidence, or the commission may appoint its own expert(s).
This is not unlike other international dispute resolution procedures, but the inherently
flexible and solution-focused nature of conciliation would allow for the parties and
conciliation commission to more creatively engage with experts. For example, a series of
experts on different topics could be tasked with finding a scientific solution to a series of
mitigation measures or a staged financial mechanism to pay for adaptive measures over
time with input from the parties. Conciliators can also request technical submissions or
organize sessions focused purely on scientific issues.
In short, without a means to settle disputes—and engender some form of accountability
when a state is not complying with its obligations—the force of the Paris Agreement is
undermined. Equally, while parties can agree ad hoc conciliation rules once a dispute has
arisen, that takes time and requires the cooperation of all involved states (which is not
always forthcoming in a disputes context). Thus, to best ensure a forum for disputes to
be settled, the conciliation rules should be developed, negotiated and agreed in advance.
Concluding Thoughts: An Annex on Conciliation
The following observations will require particular attention under the Paris Agreement:
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•
•

•

•

Engaging in the process of conciliation is mandatory (subject to a specific
reservation), but the outcome is not binding;15
The appointment procedure for a conciliation commission is laid out in part: each
party shall appoint an even number of commissioners, and the chairperson is
appointed by the other commissioners. 16 However, the Agreement provides no
time limits for appointment, no appointing authority or other mechanism should one
party fail to make the necessary appointments of members, no mechanism by
which to agree on the number of commissioners (for which there are cost
consequences), and no challenge or replacement procedure.
The commission shall issue a “recommendatory award,” which the parties are to
consider in good faith.17 The concept of “award” can suggest findings of both fact
and law. However, in keeping with the non-binding nature of conciliation, findings
of fact and law may not be enough. Instead, recommendations for settlement or to
move the parties into compliance are often the primary output of commissions at
the end of the proceedings. There is also no guidance on who would have access
to the award. For example, will it be circulated only to the parties to the conciliation
process? For another example, if a conciliation commission’s findings have
implications for the performance of the Paris Agreement more generally, should it
be available to other states parties?18
There are also many other outstanding questions on issues such as the powers of
conciliators to make factual findings and offer legal interpretations, the input of third
parties, forms of communication, confidentiality of proceedings, 19 the use of
experts, the means of written submissions and hearings, the presentation and
challenging of evidence, the use of secretariats, time limits and costs and
expenses, and procedures that will follow the issuance of the recommendatory
award, such as potential publication, circulation, or monitoring mechanisms, if
applicable.

An annex on conciliation would be able to clarify these and other important procedural
questions, taking account of the objectives of the Paris Agreement, as well as likely
aspects of any dispute concerning climate change. The objective is to facilitate the
resolution of disputes between the parties, without lengthy debates (and potential
stalemate) over conciliation rules, in order to ensure that the Paris Agreement can make
the necessary contribution to adaptation, mitigation and limiting the global temperature
rise to fulfil its objective for transformative action on climate change.
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